Matt Glass is a filmmaker/musician living in Los Angeles. He has a Master’s degree in Photography from Cranbrook Academy of Art. He is the co-creator (with Jordan Wayne Long) of Half Cut Tea, a documentary series about art where he serves as a cameraman and the editor. He also creates the music for each episode of Half Cut Tea, and his compositions have been featured on television shows on FOX, CBS, NBC, FX and more. He’s directed several narrative short films and music videos which often feature his own strange brand of puppets. His films are often dark but they are not without their humor.

Jordan Wayne Long is a performance artist originally from Bald Knob, Arkansas. His current work deals with an individuals relationship to trauma. He also co-runs the Artist documentary site Half Cut Tea. He’s performed in 5 countries and has been a guest lecturer at The Museum School (Boston, MA) PNCA (Portland, OR) and The Performance Space (London). Additionally, in 2013, art writer Sean Joseph Patrick Carney wrote a book on Jordan’s performance work called “Property Rights”.

Matt & Jorand is a founder of the Half Cut Tea. It is a two person team that travels the country looking for artists and telling their stories through short documentary films. Their work has been featured on MSNBC, Huffpost, NPR, This Is Colossal and has been licensed for national television in seven countries.
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2014-15 Visiting Artist and Scholar Lecture Series
The event is free and open to the NMSU community and the public. It is sponsored by the NMSU Department of Art and is paid for by the Lilian Steinman Visiting Artist Fund.